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Context and Motivation
The Science Teaching and Professional Learning in the Earth Sci-
ences (STAPLES) research team and survey evolved in response 
to:
1. Our experiences in Earth Science professional development, 
which have led us to the conclusion that the most effective and 
most-needed Earth Science professional development incorpo-
rates hands-on learning of content, jointly facilitated by pedagogy 
experts and Earth Science professionals.
2. Our interest in continuing to develop effective professional de-
velopment workshops for K-12 teachers of Earth Science. We 
want to find the most effective way to build teacher understanding 
of (and connection to) Earth Science research, as well as facilitate 
the transfer of the knowledge, understanding, and connection to 
students. This was contingent on getting a snapshot of current 
teacher practices and needs.
3. The need for NSF-style Broader Impacts that include effective 
outreach and education components.
4. Our consideration of the recent report by the NSF Advisory 
Committee for Environmental Research and Education “Transi-
tions and Tipping Points in Complex Environmental Systems” 
(2009, 56p.)

Preliminary Review of Results
The following themes dominated teacher responses:
• Students are engaged by trips to Nature Centers, Museums, 
Labs etc. and by field investigations / data collection.
• Students are engaged when their teachers share personal sci     
ence experiences, or involve a ‘real scientist’ – BUT the scientist 
must be knowledgeable about the level of student understanding 
and group dynamics.
• Students are engaged when their views of the world are ex-
tended through use of videos and DVDs or media links to current 
events.
• Teachers use books as ongoing resources
• Teachers use websites for quick updates to current knowledge
• Teachers learn most at Inquiry-based hands-on workshops
• Teachers welcome any means of building their content knowl-
edge
• Teachers are more effective and inspired when they build con-
nections with other teachers at meetings & workshops
• Teachers find that mandated district professional development 
does not provide adequate content knowledge; they build content 
knowledge other ways.
• Teachers are very concerned about funding to support good 
classroom teaching and content-driven professional development
• Preparation time is a major consideration in use of curricula and 
field trips

“So many of my students see science as something that they 
read in a book, not applicable to them. So it is up to me
to share with them the possibilities that exist beyond the 
classroom. If I can get even a few students to be excited 
about science, I have done my job”

Our survey was distributed to Minnesota Earth Science teachers 
that are on the Minnesota Earth Science Teachers Association 
(MESTA) Listserv (total members 152), and through a variety of 
other electronic means. We received 90 responses, of which 10 
were from out-of-state. The response rate of MESTA members 
was 53%. The licensed Earth Science teacher population in 
Minnesota is 770, hence 10% of the licensed Minnesota Earth 
Science teacher population was sampled. 

These data provide a current local snapshot of Earth Science 
teachers already connected to Earth Science-specific 
Professional Development Opportunities. Our experience with 
Professional Development for Earth Science teachers suggests 
that the concerns and needs of the sample population reflect 
that of the larger Earth Science teacher population. We hope 
these responses can be used as the initial basis for a broader 
regional and national dialog regarding the development of 
broader impacts that include teachers’ voices.

The Study Group

How do K-12 Teachers Connect Students to Earth Science Research?

Weighted percentage of teachers using each 
approach to connect their students to

Earth Science research
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Students learn science from this

This engages students

This had stated learning outcome 
- students were assessed

I had to prepare students for this

I had to prepare myself for this 
content

I plan to do this regularly

This had a cost (paid by myself, 
students or the school)

Scientist Visit to the Classroom

“Effective/usefulness depends on the visitor”
“it reinforced the curriculum, plus students learn more 
from visitors”   
“it connects my young students to the real world and to 
people actually doing this job. I want them to view 
science as a career option”
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Other (see quotes for examples)

“Personal experiences such as my trip to a glacier, 
volcano or ocean”
“they need to interview a professional in their field”
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I had to prepare students for this
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I plan to do this regularly

This had a cost (paid by myself, 
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DVDs and Videos

“My students do not have much experience with ...how
the world works outside their apartment/house, school,
stores. Pretty much a total nature deficit”
“Videos/DVD’s .. show content I can’t cover otherwise”
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Students learn science from this

This engages students
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I had to prepare students for this
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I plan to do this regularly

This had a cost (paid by myself, 
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Magazine-Style / Print Publications

“to build science literacy”  “current event articles as
they happen”  “media exposure reinforces relevance”
“supplement for students who finish other work”
“useful for practicing observation skills”
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Students learn science from this

This engages students
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I had to prepare students for this
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content

I plan to do this regularly

This had a cost (paid by myself, 
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Government Agency Curricula 
(e.g. NASA)

“using this prepared curriculum is a time-saver for me”
“I have never found an activity or lab that did not have
to be modified for my ... students”  “some ... these 
curriculum are very effective, others are ... too ‘dumb
-downed’ for students” “better than textbooks, ...current”
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This engages students
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I had to prepare students for this

I had to prepare myself for this 
content

I plan to do this regularly

This had a cost (paid by myself, 
students or the school)

Field Investigation / Data Collection

“very effective in direct learning and use of inquiry/field
skills”   “would be more effective if I had field trip money
but we just went outside the school”  
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Institutional Program Visit

“useful, but cost prohibitive”   “useful, but our school
does not have funding to do this on an annual basis”
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Trips to Laboratories/Research Facilities

“it really depends on the laboratories people and facility 
to make this worthwhile”
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Field Trips to Museums & Nature Centers

“effective but funds won’t always be available”  
“specialists who are more knowledgeable ... than I am”

How do Teachers Build Their Own Connection to 
(and Knowledge of) Earth Science Research?

Weighted percentage of teachers using 
each approach to build their own connection

to & understanding of Earth Science Research
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I learn science this way

This builds my content 
knowledge and connection 

to research

I currently use at least one 
Listserv

Computing Considerations 
prevent my participation in 

Listservs

Listservs

“It keeps me connected to other Earth Science 
teachers”
“rarely effective for science; good way to 
share information professionally”
“helps you know what some of the issues are 
and opportunities” 
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I learn science this way

This builds my content 
knowledge and connection 

to research

I am currently doing this

Financial considerations 
prevent me from doing this

Additional  Higher Education

“learning more science helps me devise 
strategies to help me teach the science in ways
the students can master. It can be expensive”
“the cost of doing this is very prohibitive”
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I learn science this way

This builds my content 
knowledge and connection 

to research

I have been (or am) a Fellow 
or Intern

Financial considerations 
prevent me from considering 

these

Fellowship, Internship or Other 
Immersion

“The content that I learned was very good. 
I struggle to directly connect it to the content 
I need to teach, however. It is often too 
advanced for my students. But it helps me see 
the big picture, and I know more about what 
scientists do in their workday”
“This is the best way to be a better teacher,
by being a student from time to time!”
“I meet great professionals and I learn a great 
deal of cutting edge content”
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I learn science this way

This builds my content 
knowledge and connection 

to research

I have attended one or more 
Inquiry/Hands-on Workshop

I have to spend my own 
money to attend

Inquiry-based (Hands-on, Active) 
Workshops

“I can bring the hands-on ideas right to my 
classroom. It is also a wonderful way to meet 
and interact with other teachers”
“effective; it is sometimes over stimulating”
“Provides opportunities to try curriculum or 
lab equipment before requesting expenditure”
“Learning hands on gives me numerous new 
ideas that I can use immediately in my class ..”
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I learn science this way

This builds my content 
knowledge and connection to 

research

I have attended one or more 
lecture-type workshop

I have to spend my own 
money to attend

'Show & Tell'-type Workshops

“One more way to increase my knowledge”
“Not effective for me”   “any new information or 
new ideas is vital to effective curriculum”

“I like to get ideas and have a student/administration
hassle-free time to be thinking about my teaching”  

“I really become inspired by these things”  
“They have a bigger impact on instructional 

strategies than content knowledge”
“not very effective to learn science; useful to 

network and build relationships”
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I learn science this way

This builds my content 
knowledge and connection …

I attend at least one a year

I have to spend my own 
money

Regional / National Professional 
Meetings

32.8

51.7

75.9

I learn science this way

This results in improved / 
more effective Earth 

Science Teaching

I attend more than 2 
sessions a year

District-Mandated Professional 
Development

“Our district’s prof. dev. is not as effective as 
it could be because it doesn’t target specific
content areas. We all go to the same sessions
and discuss general classroom management / 
pedagogy”
“NOT ONE is related to science. It is always a
huge disappointment to me that our district 
has such little focus on science teaching ... 
this includes methods, research, and content”
“Provides sharing, collaboration, standardiz-
ation with Colleagues”
“Too much standardized test data analysis”
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I learn science this way

I can 'translate' this into 
classroom teaching

I use websites and 'non-
book'  publications on a 

weekly basis

Websites & Non-book Science 
Publications

83.6
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53.4

72.6

I learn science this way

I can 'translate' this into 
classroom teaching

I use / read science-
related books on a …

I have to spend my own 
money on books

Books, College Texts, K-12 Texts
“books can be re-visited (unlike a workshop) and I
can refer to them as needed”
“I like to be able to understand it myself before I
feel comfortable teaching it”
“more in-depth info than ... middle school text”

“effective and a quick way to check for 
changes in information within content area”
“textbooks are already outdated when 
published ... have to keep current”


